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Connection Shift 2020
A New Camp Experience
By Jason Wiedrich, director of Pioneer & Rimrock Camps
I am bringing you this message from Camp Rimrock today. I am very sad to share with you that in light of the Covid –
19 pandemic that we are all experiencing, the Camping and Faith formation commission of the Presbytery of South
Dakota have made the very difficult decision to suspend our summer camp season for 2020.
I know that this is going to be such a disappointment to our campers, families and summer crew that come to camp
every year and who call this place their home. As I walked through camp today, I am saddened by the stillness of camp
and thinking that our creek needs campers in it, our campfire ring need screaming, our chapel needs the vibrations from
your jumps. Camp is not a place that is still during the summer, but this year, for the health and safety of everyone, it
needs to be still a little longer.
I want you to know that we have not made this decision lightly, we have met as a commission often, met with camps
across the nation and listened closely to the CDC guidelines, ACA guidelines and our local and national governing bodies.
We are heartbroken, I am heartbroken. I know that this going to be really hard for a lot of you. I know that there is
nothing that replace coming to camp, nothing that can replace sitting by the fire singing and enjoying s’mores, nothing
that can replace sitting in your cabin with your new and old friends, nothing can replace hiking to the cross, nothing can
replace floating in the creek on a tube, nothing can replace sharing an amazing caramel roll breakfast with your new
friends and nothing can replace getting closer to God while at camp.
While making this decision, we asked, why do we do camp? And the answer is still very clear and is clearly stated in our
mission statement which says: Providing unique spaces and opportunities for all people to connect with God, self and
others. This was a clear reminder for me that we can not cancel camp this summer. We need to do something. We need
to shift the way we think about camp.
So, even though it will not be close to the real thing and not meant to replace camp, we will be offering a four week
virtual camp experience. We will be calling it Connection Shift 2020.
We know that most of you have had to transition most of your life centered around a computer screen. We know that you
have had to do school and work from a computer, we know you have had to visit friends on your phone or computer
instead of in person. I know that you and your family were probably really excited to get away from all of that and come to
camp. We still feel that even though we are unable to meet on site, we need to provide that opportunity to connect with
God, self and other.
We will start Connection Shift with seekers camp starting on June 21. We will then run our you and me program then
family camp. Our last two weeks will be our Compass and Pathfinder camps. Registrations will be open on our Web site
soon for these camps. We will keep you posted.
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Marion adoption agency
receives $50,000 grant
from PW

By Coleen Globke
I am a member of PW at Emmanuel
Presbyterian Church in Marion and the
executive director of All About U Adoptions
(AAU), the only privately run state adoption
agency in South Dakota.
In November of 2018, when we did our
Thank Offering and Mission program at our
monthly PW meeting, one of our members
asked why AAU had never applied for any of
the grants from PW. At the time, I didn’t even
know they existed, so this is where our gentle
nudge from God began.
Fast forward six months, my staff and I
worked to complete the PW Thank Grant
application which we submitted. Then the long
wait until notification in March! We were
asked to do an interview in February, and then
received the notification that we had gotten
the $50,000 grant! We were beyond excited
and sincerely humbled to be chosen as
recipients of this precious money!
We have a significant need to assist our
pregnant clients with housing. Our plan is to
purchase a house in Sioux Falls to be called
Nevaeh House, after the first child this agency
ever placed.
Our agency has three expectant mothers
that would directly benefit from this
transitional housing.
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One is homeless and begging friends to sleep
on their couch; another is incarcerated without any
idea of where she will go upon release; and the
third is struggling from a physically and emotionally
abusive relationship but remains because her
alternative is to be on the street.
We are faced with the desire to help, but various
limitations that influence ability. Nevaeh House
would meet the most basic of human needs for
these individuals to provide them with temporary
housing during pregnancy.
Nevaeh House will be a place where women will
have local support and have access to help
applying for jobs, finding reliable transportation
and receiving help from the WIC office. During their
stay, the mothers can work on receiving their GED,
getting a job, attending an addiction treatment
program or leaving an abusive relationship.
Thank you to all the PW members for the
amazing women that you are, for the amazing
opportunities you give to those in need.
Again, thank you, thank you, thank you, for being
the most wonderful stewards of mission ever!
God bless you all!

Check out their
Website at:
http://aauadoptions.org
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There will be a small fee tied to your registration. This
fee will cover your private access to things like our
Connection Shift portal, private access to our zoom
meeting rooms, and all of our videos that will be posted on
the portal. You will also be receiving a camp in a box to
help with your week of camp. The box will include a
Connection Shift 2020 shirt and other camp merchandise.
It will include journals with the weekly and daily themes and
guided questions to help in our group times. It will include
all kinds of material to enhance your virtual camp
experience.
I know the thought of virtual camp is hard, trust me, I am
still struggling with it a bit. But, I will say that I am excited to
reconnect with all of you and excited to make new
connections as well. I am very confident that some very
good things will come from this connection shift. I am
excited to bring camp to your homes and churches, to
interact with families and churches that otherwise have just
sent campers. Our small crew that will be putting this on
this summer have some amazing ideas that are going to be
put in place that we have never thought of before and very
excited to bring it to you.
We will be monitoring the virus and guidelines as summer
arrives and I am very hopeful to provide some time in Aug,
Sept or Oct. for people to come and enjoy camp. These will
be weekends that campers and families can come and
enjoy a weekend of connection at camp with all of the
normal camp things that will be missed this summer. We
will keep everyone posted as those decisions will be made.
I know this announcement has been hard for all of us but I
am filled with love and peace knowing we have a loving
God who is looking after us, who knows the losses we are
feeling but will be using this time to provide hope and love
in the promises that God has made.
I hope to see all of you soon, God Bless

Virtual Communion:
Church leaders say
it can be done

Office of the GA issues advisory
opinion on holding communion
during emergency/pandemic
The rapid spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus) has raised a
lot of questions within the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) over
how the church conducts everything from worship and
communion, to official meetings in the face of quarantines
and calls for social distancing.
Most churches have opted to close during the pandemic
and the Rev. Dr. J. Herbert Nelson II, Stated Clerk of the
General Assembly of the PC(USA), called on all churches to
refrain from holding worship services on site in an effort to
contain the virus.
Over the last weeks, staff from Theology, Formation and
Evangelism in the Presbyterian Mission Agency, the Office
of the General Assembly and the Stated Clerk of the
General Assembly of the PC(USA) have discussed and
reviewed the Book of Order, the Directory of Worship and
other documentation to determine the best way to move
forward. The Office of the General Assembly released an
advisory opinion saying churches can hold online or virtual
communion during an emergency/pandemic.
Continued on Page 4
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“In emergency circumstances there may be situations in
which the pastoral needs of that moment require that the
church take actions that run contrary to normal practice,” the
statement reads. “During an emergency or a pandemic in
which the church is unable to gather or advised not to
gather in person for reasons of public health, a
congregation’s session may determine that this includes
observing communion online.”
The Book of Order gives the responsibility to the session
(and other councils) to authorize the celebration of the
Lord’s Supper at least quarterly … in accordance with the
principles of the Directory for Worship.
Decisions made within an emergency or during a
pandemic which precludes the church from meeting in
person are not to be taken as changing this denomination’s
understanding of the meaning and practice of the sacrament
of the Lord’s Supper as found within the Directory for
Worship. It reads: “That understanding has been worked out
in deeply Presbyterian ways: through careful reflection,
study, discussion, and through making decisions collectively.”
The opinion states that the session may authorize the
Lord’s Supper during a virtual service after thorough
exploration of the theology of the Lord’s Supper using
Scripture, the Confessions and the Book of Order and with a
clear understanding of why the session is making the
decision and how those who will participate in the Lord’s
Supper at home will receive the sacrament as a means of
God’s grace.
Nelson says he hopes the advisory opinion will provide
clarity and direction for churches during the pandemic.
“These are truly trying times in our world today, in ways
we’ve never experienced before,” he said. “We desire to
fellowship and worship the Lord our God together as the
body of Christ, but we also recognize the risk that a physical
gathering places on the health of all we hold dear. We hope
this new advisory opinion will shed light on how churches
and councils can move forward. We are walking this
unknown road together. Sometimes we stumble, but with
God’s help, we will never fall.”

100 South Spring Ave
Ste. 175
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(605) 339-1912

Reminders
Kevin Veldhuisen, Stated Clerk, is still on his study
leave through May 31. In his absence you will
continue to be very well-supported by the strong
leadership throughout the Presbytery. On our
Contacts page of the website is a list of key
contacts that you may reach out to should you
need anything.
Kevin spent considerable time getting our new
website developed to be a one-stop resource for
our congregations and leaders. Our Resource
pages have a wealth of information that may be
valuable to you 24/7.
If the website is not providing the answers you
need, or you are unsure of who to contact in a time
of need, please call Cindy in the Presbytery Office
and she will direct your call to the person who can
be of the greatest assistance to you.

During these changing times, please continue to
check with event coordinators to learn about
cancellations and other updates.
At this time, the Presbytery meeting scheduled for
July 10-11 is still a go.

New curriculum
available for men
Presbyterian Women Churchwide has partnered with the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to create resources for
congregations willing to have Courageous Conversations
about sexual- or gender-based violence.
Additionally, PW, with Presbyterians Against Domestic
Violence, created a curriculum for men and men’s groups,
entitled Men in the Mirror. This downloadable 13-session
curriculum provides “men and boys with an opportunity to
critically assess the conflicting messages that define
masculinity and to explore what makes a healthy
relationship.”
The curriculum is available at:
www.presbyterianmission.org/wpcontent/uploads/
meninthemirror.pdf

